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Voter Apathy Reflected
A matter has arisen in Congress
that has manifested itself many tunes
before in the history of that illustrious
hi oh. aml one that niost likely will continue to arise in the future.
The matter at hand is corruption
. . . the corruption of a feu certain
members of Congress and their subsequent lee! inc in morality.. honesty
and justice.
The problems surrounding the
shock hug disclosures concerning Rep.
Adam Clayton Powell and Sen. Thomas
Dodd are not solved simply by removing these men from office and publicly
humiliating them. Removal, rather
than halting corruption in Congress,
merely slows doun the rate of decay.
A Illlire realistic approach to the
problem of decay is not to pull the
tooth, but to clean it up.
Congre,sinen. however. being a high paid special interest group, are not
about to get out the Clorox and scrub
their office floors for the benefit of a
compelling minority. ,Nntl there. maybe. is the real crux of the problem.
The complainers about Congress are
a minority of the American public, always have been. and most likely always
will be. The voters in Harlem aren’t
too concerned about the antics of
:Warn, for he is doing what they would
like to do. but ran ’t. Jackie Robinson’s
reply to the entry of James Meredith
against Powell for his Congressional
seat was "no self-respecting Negro
would do that." (Time Magazine
3-17-67).
AN by not? .At least Meredith is honest
and untouched by the taint of corruptiiirl.
But. unfortunately. the mood of the
voters is if you can’t participate in the
fun there’s nothing better than watching. Sen. Dodd’s personal expenses,"
amounting to hundreds of thousands
of didlar-. has brought a mild investigation of him. but not much else.

This same attitude was true of the

supporters of Huey Long in the ’30s,
Honey Fitzgerald in 1919. and other
notorious legislators all the way back
to the Re % olution.
Andi so, prosecution rests it case.
There is no more to say about our
naughty Congress (and it has been in
this situation many times before) until
the voters decide to abide by the precepts of honesty, morality, and justice.
You can’t have clean teeth if you
don’t brush them.
R.J.----

Adam Clayton Dodd

Thrust and Parry

Readers Defend Sports, Reprimand Profs
’Has He Ever Coached
Intercollegiate Athletics?
Editor:
All students who receive scholarship funds
provided by

proud

alumni

are

prostitutes.

This statement is true if Dr. Warren P. Fraleigh’s statements

are

true in his article

The

Uses and Abuses of Intercollegiate Athletes."
He says,

The pursuit of recognition and

prestige through the medium of intercollegiate
sport is a prostitution of sport. It results
in the use of sport (or any other area or
activity of the institution) as an instrument of
institutional pride and such an instrumentality
leads to use of players as objects, as means
rather than ends . . . Who is more responsible
the prostitute or the exploiter
of the prostitute?" Therefore, all students
on private scholarships who bring pride to
our institutions are prostitutes.
Anyone who read the above article in "The
Tower
San
Jose State College Faculty
Magazine" Spring 1967, should ask themselves
upon what authotity the author speaks. Has
he ever engaged in intercollegiate athletics?
Has he ever coached intercollegiate atheltics?
Does he know how it is when coaches and
their athletes exist in an entirely separate
world (no alums or sports writers) while practicing and executing their sport?
The author has little first hand knowledge
of these things. These experiences are a primary purpose and of the first priority in
intercollegiate sports, not in fourth place as
the author postulates.
The prestige, publicity, recruiting, and athletic scholarships (Mr. Fraleigh would say
prostitution) are instititutional realities similar to promotions, tests, grades, and academic

scholarships which the rest of our institution
has to live with. When the injustices and
tedium of these things are solved for academia
then maybe the problems of finance for
intercollegiate athletics can be solved, and
there will be no monetary reward for skill
or the envied publicity that is necessary for
gate receipts.
As professors in general would do away
with grades and tests if it were possible, so
would athletics do away with the necessity for
commercial financing. The Admissions Office
does not enrich the students’ educational experience, but neither can we eliminate this
operation from our institution. It is just as
nonsensical (Dr. Fraleigh might say hyperopic)
to ask an intercollegiate athleteic program
to operate without private funds.
I wonder what Dr. Fraleigh’s motive is in
writing the article when his own activity and
interest is narrowly confined to the physical
educational field,
Joan Anderson
A7943

Student Knocks Faculty;
’All Talk and No Action’
Editor:
At approximately 12:15 this morning, March
15, I made a startling discovery: professors,
as a whole, are human. They put on their
pants when they get up in the morning too.

values and telling you how screwed up you
are for accepting them. But, when it comes
to doing something to challenge these values
differwhich they tell you to do it is a
ent story. Sure, they are there for the main
activity; but what about an that which leads
up to that activity
One begins to see that the liberals are
faking it. They say, "tell me what I can do,"
because they are too lazy and too apathetic
to think of something to do -- to want to
think of something to do. They say, "You can
forget about looking to that department for
support" because they know all the answers
and therefore are too dogmatic to check the
basis of their statement. They say, "Why
don’t you act as clearing house for these
(faculty) activities because you seem to know
what is happening," because they fear failure
and avoid responsibility.
Specifically, what is bothering me is lack
of active faculty support of the Spring Mobilization against the war in Vietnam. If these
liberals are so red-hot anti-Vietnam, why don’t
they do something about it? I do not see a
faculty peace group on campus. I do not see
any organized faculty effort to inform the
public about the war. I do not see any overt
faculty support of student peace efforts.
All I see is faculty quibbling
all talk and
no do. All I see are faculty members mirroring the same McWASP attitudes of apathy
and non-involvement that they so strongly
condemn. All I see is hypocritical sophistry.
These anti-sell-outers have Wined out to be
the biggest sell-outs going!

Part of being human in the United States
perhaps the world

is sharing in

Tony Andrade
A15851

the activity

of selling out. Perhaps I have known this all
along but I guess I have been hiding it from
myself.
Professors
especially the AFT "liberals"
sit
upon their throne knocking McWASP

Praise and Compliments
From ’Sister-Scholars’
Editor:
Rarely, if ever, tlo compliments addressed
to an entire institution reach the

Sen. Thomas Dodd (Conn.), accused of
using campaign money for personal expenses, rose to his own defense for the
second time in as many weeks last Friday:
"I don’t believe anybody is going to look
me in the eye and say I did wrong."
Members of the Senate Ethics Committee were finding it harder and harder to
look Dodd in the eye, however, as witness
after witness testified about a maze of
interlocking bank accounts and hundreds
of thousands of dollars that went for
"politically-connected" expenses (a phrase
coined by the senator seemingly for use
in place of "campaign debts," a much more
strictly defined term).
The whole investigation sparked by
charges by Washington columnists Drew
Pearson and Jack Andersonturned on the
questions of how the money was raised and
for what it was spent. Dodd said it came to
him as personal gifts, the take from testimonial dinners, to be used as he saw fit.
His accusers, former staff members who
raided his files and presented documents
they found there to Pearson and Anderson, say the money was raised for the
limited purpose of paying off campaign
debts and that Dodd betrayed his trust by
using the money to settle personal obligations.
In Dodd’s view, the distinction between
personal and political was a blurry one:
Committee Chairman John Stennis
(D-Miss.): Your testimony is that they
were originally campaign debts?
Dodd: Campaign or personal or whatever they were . . . It’s really impossible,
almost, for me to recall exactly.
Stennis: May I ask . . . what you mean
when you say personal matters?
Dodd: Well, living matters . . . but all
my living matters almost were political
. . . Just about everything I’ve ever done
Irons 1956 to this hour was intertwined
with politics. . .
Dodd’s attorney, John Sonnett, offered
the committee 395 documents which he
said were signed by some of those who
had attended Dodd testimonial dinners in
Connecticut. He said the statements read:
"These funds were intended by me as a
personal gift to Sen. Dodd and were motivated by my admiration and respect for
him. It was my intention that Sen. Dodd
use these funds in any way he saw fit.
They were not intended as a political
contribution." (That would have accounted for $39,500 in legitimate, tax-free gifts
from the MOO-a-plate dinners, but Dodd’s
accusers are talking about a total of near
$500,000.)
Dodd has admitted accepting the use
of cars owned by a Connecticut businessman and said he regretted it. He also
admitted double and sometimes triple billing for political speaking trips (asking
for expense money from the Senate, the
sponsoring group and sometimes taking
it out of his campaign bank account in
addition), but he said these were bookkeeping errors he blamed on a former
staff member, Michael O’Hare.
Los Angeles Times
March 19, 1967

people for

whom they are intended, but let me take this
means of conveying to the students, faculty,
and administration the praises, compliments,
and thank-you’s expressed by the nine nuns
who participated in the week long "Newman
Cultural Happening" at San Jose State
College.
On Friday evening I attended the last
official function of the nine "sister-scholars"
which included a "debriefing" session. Again
and again, the nuns complimented San Jose
State students for their intellectual curiosity,
openness to new ideas, and perhaps, above all,
their acceptance of them as people. In one
instance San Jose State was more than
favorably compared to a nearby Catholic
University.
Wherever they went from
Jonah’s Wail
to the Interfraternity Council, from dormitory
to sorority, and from psychology dosses to
tutorials sessions, the nuns expressed their
appreciation to San Jose State College.
Katie Swart
ABM

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty
chance to express their views on campus, local.
floral issues. Space is allowed
national or I nn
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contribution to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 45-speae margins and properly signed with
Ilse writer’s name and faculty or ASS number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include
personal attack. The editor reterns the right to edit or set letters to conform to
space limitations and to sone publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.
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Computer Finds Date I World -Wide I
Family
But Not Dream Girl
By BOB KENNEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Computer dating at San Jose
State?" Joe muttered.
"Yes." Hubert responded from
his slumped position against the
mailbox. "I have not found myself
at ease with any of the local
ladies."
"Easy, Hub, easy." Joe said consolingly. "But Hub, I still don’t
see why ya can’t find a girl around
here. State’s loaded with them,
three-to-two ratio.
"Look." Joe said, kindly ignoring
Hubert’s unrestrained tears. "Just
go to a few parties. I’m sure you’ll
come out all right. Colon with me
right now. I’m headed for one."
"At 10 o’clocic on a Thursday
morning?" Hubert sail unbelievably. "There’s a party starting?"
"Naw," Jce said. "It am n t starting. It started Tuesday morning.
"All -week parties?" Hubert mutterer’.
"You’re surprised. too?" Joe said.
"I didn’t know about them either
until I read that book, "Where
The Girls Are," and they said San
Jose has all -week parties. So I
started locking around, and ya
know what I found. . , .?"
"What?" Hubert said.
"Not a single one. We just didn’t
have ’em. But I couldn’t let those
Princeton guys know that, so I
started one to keep up our image
... a week ago last Tuesday...."
Joe paused. "What’s that ya got in
your hand."

"Huh?" Hubert said. "Oh, that’s
a form you fill out for this cornPuler dating program."
Lemme see," Joe said grabbing
it. "OK, here’s a good question.
’Would you like your girl to be
tat nice, (0 easy. (c) a boozehound, 01) a nice an’ easy boozehound, or let other.’ Which one
did ya mark?" Joe said.
".e) other," Hubert said. "I
wrote-in a ’lady of strong moral
character."
Joe almost dropped his gallon
bottle. "Well." he said, a little
shaken, "we’ll try the next one.
’The main interest my girl and I
should share is: tat drive-in movies, 110 parties, (Cl sit-ins, kit
parties, let other’."
"What did ya write in on this
one?" Joe said preparing himself.
"Studying in the library."
"Here is the mailman!" Hubert
shouted.
Joe was surprised at Hubert
blowing his cool like this, but in
a second Hubert had jumped on
top of the poor mailman and was
frantically seat chine.
"Here it is!" Hubert said jumping-up. "Ahh, at last I shall find
my life’s love."
"Oh joyful day! They found
someone for me at last," Hubert
shouted after reading the first line.
"Hey! What’s up?" Joe said.
"Who’d they match you with?"
Slowly Hubert muttered it, as if
It were being torn out of the very
depths of his soul.
"The computer," he said

Coed Ddrmie Gives Pointers
For Happier Communal Living
(EDITOR’S NOTE This story is taken
from "The Dakota Student" a publication of the University of North Dakota, of Oct. 7, 1966)
By BRIGITTE LPAR
For years, feminine dormitory
residents have been craving pointers for the impossible task of living with countless sisters. Crave
no more, humble dorm dwellers.
Here they are:
SOCIALISM CAN BE FUN
Problem 1. The major battleground in the average dormitory
is the’ bathroom. A nightly ritual
of normal girls is washing stockings. Walking into the john after
midnight is like fighting a path
through an everglade of Spanish
moss with a 10-day-old dandelion.
Solution: Gather all stockings,
stuff them inside one another, tie
them to the exhause of a car and
drive up and down Seventh Street
until the mass is dry. One can
easily go into business using this
method, "Fu Tu’s Instant Dry."
Problem 2. Any girl on a fiveday board has experienced "Weekend Famine" --- five flays of food
and two of starvation. This plague
does have its finer points, however. It’s great getting into a
girdle without the aid of roomie
and the girls across the hall.
Solution: Since the average girl
is constantly poverty stricken,
groups of three. one representing
a war torn orphan, another representing Mother Courage, and the
last representing a journalism major, should canvas the city carrying a basket marked "Food for
the Needy."
Problem 3. Then there’s always
some nut straight from a fraternity drunk making like Miss AGo-Go ’66 down the hall at 4 a.m.
Now, there’s nothing wrong with
doing the Combat Boot Clomp

It. this ung.slly hour, but why does
this lost soul always have to accompany herself on an untuned
Jews harp?
Solution: No solution. We need
all the happy people we can get.
Problem 4: At least once a week,
all are terrorized by the worst
phase of dorm life-- room check. A
sweet young miss called a resident
assistant strolls casually into a
room as you’re lying in bed recovering from three-day flu. As she
gently whispers "rr)om check," you
find yourself flying out of your
bed, frightened right out of your
aqua and pink polka dotted bloomers. Naturally, your room looks
like a used camel dealer’s lot.
Solution: When the pitter patter of slippered f eet is heard
headed for your room, drag yourself out of the sack, and begin to
furiously toss everything under the
bed. If there is no space under the
bed, and there usually isn’t, gather
all your personal belongings, rush
down to the john, and flush everything clown the toilet. You didn’t
want any of that silly old junk,
anyway, did you?
Problem 5: Every dorm is supplied with several vending machines intended to feed the masses
with everything from chocolatecovered jelly beans to chopped
liver sandwiches. Unfortunately,
instead of feeding the masses, the
masses feed them with their scarce
nickels, dimes and quarters, only
to see their scarce nickels, dimes
and quarters disappear for ever
and ever.
Solution: The first impulse is to
beat, pummel and fume at the
machine. Don’t waste the energy.
You are boosting the poverty program. Eventually, you too will be
aided by the Johnson Plan,

SAIGON reports 10,000 Yanks,
Au.ssies, South Koreans ranged
South Viet coast Monday securing
roads and Red food supplies .. in
ADEN British troops fought daylong battle with sniping, bombthrowing Arab terrorists Monday,
won the day. .. .
In MARYLAND National Cancer Institute’s Dr. C, Gordon Zubrod says anti -leukemia drug, LAsparaginase, provides new lead
to child leukemia, "needs research. . . ." Dr. Carl Coppolino
on trial for life again in FLORIDA
for alleged murder of his wife....
At large in MASSACHUSETTS
are robbers who stole $389,000 in
cash, checks from armored truck
’’in WASHINGTON Republican
leaders demanded that LBJ drop
proposed 6 per cent increase for
income taxes, streamline nation’s
"social goals" instead....
Indira Gandhi, three weeks after
re-election as prime minister of
INDIA, threatened with defections
from party,... in WASHINGTON
Teamsters Union armed with
strike vote that could trigger major transportation shutdown, if
needed. Still negotiating . . . TV,
radio broadcasters still on strike
NATIONWIDE....
VP Hubert Humphrey conferred
with British leaders Monday in
LONDON on "Great Society" developments at home, Viet war
abroad.. . . Compiled from AP

Students Unaware
Of Counselor’s
Varied Services
Approximately 1,200 students
seek help each month from SJS
counselors although many students
are unaware of the services offered by the Counseling Center in
the Administration Building, according to Robert Martin, associate
dean of students and student personnel.
The Counseling Center, which is
separate from Building K, assists
students in making vocational
choices, clarifying personal values,
and assessing personality, philosophy, attitudes and interests.
"It is an individual matter," said
Dean Martin. The student solves
his own problem by talking with
the counselor.
Problems are many and varied,
ranging from academic troubles to
personal "hang-ups" caused by finances, boyfriends or girlfriends,
parents, peers, outside employment and lack of disciplined study
habits.
The full-time counseling staff
numbers 15 but a total of 25 counselors are available to students.
Split assignments are usually arranged whereby the staff member
counsels part of the time and
teaches part of the time.
An average case load is 15%
students, but fluctuates depending
on the number of visits. An average of two or three hours is spent
with each student who requests
help, but visits may he as brief as
five minutes or may span four or
five weeks depending on the severity of the problem.
Most of the staff members are
psychology teachees with emphasis
in clinical or counseling psychology,
psychiatry and social work. The
majority have Ph.D. degrees.
Building K, Student Personnel
Office, works in conjunction with
the Counseling Center and offers
essentially the same services, said
Dean Martin. However, it allows
the student a choice so he doesn’t
feel restricted.

First

Guitar Group
Performs Tomorrow

The Romeros, unique family _mitar ensemble, will present a concert of classical and flamenco music in Morris Dailey Auditotlum
tomorrow at 8:15 p.m.
There is no admission charge
for SJS students, faculty and staff.
Tickets are $2 for the general
public and are available at tile
Student Affains Busincs- I )1: L. ,
Bldg. R.
Celedonio Romero and his Dili,.
SOILS, Celin, Pepe and Ati:..1
national institution in the:. ii
Spain. They made their Ao1).
debut in New York in 1961.
Their SJS program will incl..
four numbers by the ensemble a’
well as individual solo pieces lo
each member. The ensemble will
open the program with Greg Philipp Telemann’s "Concerto in I.
Major for Four Guitars." Th.
group will also do "Cantos. de Aragon" by Tomas Breton. "El Pailc

Choice
Of The
Engageables

de Luis Aacca,
Jeronimo tiImenez .ind -Huelva en la Nocla
1a traditional flamenco numloa
medonio, a graduate of the
Madrid Oattervatory, will solo in
’Variations on a Theme from ’Th.’
Magic Flute’ by Mozart" by Fernando Sin’, and an original cumis:sition called "Fantasia."
’c’hin is a specialist in the rolcantie and modern cramsNers.
eget concentrates on the 1.arNIU(’
:Ind

t,I,

a

19

Py.y...,1
Bowl

all Ina,

1:/s in
mcs..

both classical
and will solo
flamenco num-

REGISTERED

.’ 10011, pall of the SJS Inya, i. he Arts series, is soon the College Union Programs Board and the Associated
Students.

DIAMOND

RINGS

They like the smnrt styling and
the guaranteed perfect center
diamond ... a brilliant gem
cf fine color and modern
Cut. The name, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
satisfaction. Select yours at
your Keepsake Jeweler’s store.
He’s in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers. -

*iv
PARTY IDEAS
Every Hallmark pan, - t
thints
helpful party
And there’s a party all the other mak!,
yGu
party special. When Kairnalk Kiy,
the compliments - so nsit our Pai ty Snap trkl ay

)Lx

I
.;

AOLISHID

AO", ’V

I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I
I Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
Ionly 25c. Also, send special otter of beautiful 44-page Bride’s Book.

=- orel
":*.

Name
I Address
I City

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
Tenth &

Santa Clara

I

294-9131

7ip

State

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE. N. Y. 13202

If you like the feel of money
lots of it...why not
work for a big, strong bank?
...... .

sr:

Meet a national resource named Steve
Lots of money isn’t all we
have at Security Bank: A
career with us would
mean working in an
atmosphere where youth
is accented, with people
who are progressive as well as financially
astute. Southern California is an exciting

place to beas a banker
and as an individual. And
Security Bank is the largest bank based there. The
opportunity is great. If you
have an interest in money
and want to work for a big bank that isn’t
stuffy, we’d like to talk to you.

Make your bnancial partner

SECURITY FIRST NATIONAL BANK
See Our Man on Campus
TUESDAY, APRIL I I

Steve is a cross-country track man, an artist,
and an explorer of worlds that do not exist. That
toothpick model is an attempt to study what
lies beyond our three known dimensions.
At the 1966 International Science Fair, Steve
won a ribbon for his theory of dimensions. But he
didn’t stop there. He believes the number of
other dimensions is limitless, and is hard
at work to prove it.
Why our interest in Steve? Because young
people are our greatest national resource.

They deserve all the help they can get
toward realizing their potentials.
Contributing to science fairs, providing
scholarships and fellowships, refinery tours
and geology tours, and teaching materials
for schools, are just some of the ways our
Company shows its active interest in today’s
young men and women.
Standard Oil Is trying to help young people
discover more about themselves ...
and the world they live in.

Standard Oil Company of California
and its wol Idwide family of Chevron Companies

The Chevron
Sign of excellence
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Split Streak Stopped

EUROPE
’67

Baseball Team Trounces Tigers, Prepares for Gaels
,
tomorry’s campus
Its JOHN JACKSON
tini
to.
spartan Daily Sports Writer
With a lustful yeas ning tor more
The doubleheader starts at 1 p.m.
Since returning from a shortvictories in their hearts, and the
blood of two consecutive unwary lived vacation tournament, during
opponents at their bats, Spartan which they passively submitted to
basehallers invade the peaceful St. both Utah and COP. the Spartans

have
,,tdenly turned %Alamo’s. horn
to his first victory
and .1i1. enjoying their new role of the
in the second game.
immensely.
The dI mbleheadPr sweep brought
is) a close a Spartan streak of 13
Following a 7-5 win over
proud Santa Clara Broncos, the consecutive twin hill splits, and
,Ia,l111 74 record to six
SJS representatives turned ths ir me ’I
smelt lossn.
tiny sin Pacific Saturday are! 55
ihi:- Eas Valeonesi, who has
napped the Tigers in both gaii,
!Lamed into the SJS long
of is it,
winning 0-3
bali 1,1, .Vider, powered the SJS
and 3-2.
Playing sin Spartan Field. to Melt team to a 4-0 first inning lead in
it first appeared better suited Iii the first game with a long double
hydroplane roving than bast hall, that bouneed over the center-field
the Spartans pounded out six hits fens., v it h the bases loaded.
Valgon, -isi’s drive scored Gary
to win the first seven -inning cot,; st,: _risks and Bart Spina and sent
lest for reliefer Pete Hoskins.
I.I‘-‘71 to I hird, from where
.1. /lilt
Surprisingly the early-mornirri on a two-out single by
la-ri"
grounds keeping efforts of Coach
firtiee yeorsg,
Ed Sobezak and third baseman ,
81 KRILL SCORES
’Carl Tognohni paid off, and the
rioas Prank Pang field held
Th( Ii i .IS run was scored by
rn, c-iieliler Rob Burrill, who led
:1 with a single, stole second.
ONE NIGHT ONLY
),nt to third on a wild pitch and
,ted on a COP thrsiwing error.
Starter Rich kemmerle couldn’t
,.1,1 the Tigers. however, and
:lien the visitors scored three
ins on three walks, two hits and
8:30 p.m.
, balk in the second inning,
IN PERSON
,.;,,liczak called on Hoskins to stop
In flood.
The sophomore lefthander got
Tiger clean-up hitter Paul Glento ground to third to end the
ii ng.and went on to stop UOP
1,
he rest of the way.

DANCING

Wed.
1 April 5

twirl
When you can’t afford to be dull
sharpen your wits
with NoDoz

flcIrd C

The Sweelesit;
"

isiay g Saturday, April 7 8 8

DANCING

NoDoi keep alert tablets or new chewable mints,
safe as coffee, help bring you
back to your mental best ... help
you become more alert to the
people and conditions around
you. Non -habit forming.
White studying, or after hour%
st.irpt your wits with NoDoz.
Tablets or new Chewable Mints

trouble that was not entirely of his 1 sack on a two-out single by Glenown snaking to win the second noel.
Panghorn pitched out of trouble
Saints’.
UOP threatened to break up a I in both the sixth and seventh inscoreless tie in the third inning, nings to wrap up the win.
when two walks sandwiched between a long double loaded the
bases with one out. But the senior
SJS righthander bore down to fah
Raiph Manfredi and get Glennon

SCREEN
SCENES
STUDIO
"Riot On Sunset Strip"
and
"Young Sinner"
Student Discount Rates

kM

Drive
In
Alma 8 Vine
James Coburn
"IN LIKE FLINT"
plus Rod Taylor
"THE LIQUIDATOR"
Both Cinernascope 8 Color

EL RANCHO

BART SPINA
. . . slugging first sacker

young once. And that once is now. And
now is the time, probably the only time
you’ll have a chance to do something
you don’t have to do. Something out of
the pattern.
Something far and on your own and
away from the person 3 ou are and the
life you’ve lived. Something full of doing things maybe you never would have
or could have done unless you had to.
Something full of seeing things you
never would have seen unless you
stood there. Something like joining the
Peace Corps.

After Joe Ward had popped to
short, Taylor faked UOP hurler
Mike Normoyle into a balk by
breaking for second as the pitcher
was setting to throw to Pangborn.
Tony Hernandez, who had four
hits in the Spartan win over Santa
Clara, opened the gates for the
*sin fanned four and con- UOP runs in the fifth, when he
worked himself out of overthrew first on Normoyle’s
grounder.
The pitcher scored from second
on a single by Bernal Phipps, who
in turn scored from the middle

r ift

Jun. 13 Sept. 5

From San Jose
to London:
via 707 Jet

June 27.
Aug. 7

From Oakland
to Brussels:
via 707 Jet ($437)

June 17.
Aug. 29

(for state college students, faculty and their immediate families)
Coil or Writ*
Prof. David Maga
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 8 p.m.
Air and Land arrangemnts by:

TROPICAIRE

N1100.001)

I

I...PC.710N

Spartababe
Baseballers
Bow to Rain
SJS freshman haseballers lost
another one Friday. bowing to
rain 5-0.
A scheduled doubleheader against
USF frosh at USF became the
fourth and fifth games to be either
canceled or postponed by the Spartababes this season.
Tomorrow the SJS freshmen entertain the University of California
frosh in a 3 p.m. game at Spartan
field.
Gary Enos will pitch for the
Spartababes, who are seeking to
avenge an earlier 8-4 loss to the
Cubs.
Friday, Jay Fike will hurl for
he Spartababes, as they meet the
Stanford frosh for the fourth time
his season.
Fike has met the Papooses
wice this season, winning once and
losing a 2-1 decision in a three-hit
diort against the visiting Indians

Not state college sponsored
or controlled

Money!

Rexall
c
Sale

1/N’

What’s your hurry? You know everything you want to do will still be here
to do in a couple of years. The only
thing you don’t know is what a couple of years in the Peace Corps will do
for you.
Maybe it’ll help you get to be
President of U.S. Copper faster.
Maybe when you get there it’ll help
you be better. Or maybe it’ll help you
find out you don’t want to be President
of U.S. Copper at all.
P,0,4, L.

Chartered Flight
Front Los Angeles
to London:
via 707 JO

SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First Street
297-8000

So you’ll get to be President of U.S.Copper two years later.
What’s your hurry? You’ve got a whole
lifetime ahead of you.
Plenty of time to wort and make
money and own a house and belong to
a club and buy insurance and be a big
success or a small success or not and
have a cardiogram once a year and cut
out polyunsaturated fats while you’re
trying to nurse an ulcer and watch your
chest sink slowly into your belly and do
the rest of the kind of things that most
people end up doing even if they don’t
plan on it.
What’s your hurry? You’re only

inc. tax
Jet Round Trip

294-2041

messed up a
John Bessa.
.1, lin Nana-5.er relieved UOP
- t:1!!,i.
and loser John Stroh midway through the inning,
obined with Russ Antracoli
mit the Spartans the rest of

47 Notre Dame Ave.
Behind the DeAnza Hotel
Res.: Call 286-6040

NW.
From $3QQ

S. Screen

,1111,11.1.

Sfarlighf Ballroom

4:;*:k.1

1969 Alum Rock
on a fly to left to end the threat.
Wild Angels Are Back
A single by Bonin, the fourth I "RIOT ON SUNSET STRIP"
hit of the day for the Spartan
and
INst NANCE TALLIES
centerfielder, scored Fred Luke
"YOUNG SINNERS"
The Spartans added a pair of and Tognolini in the third to give
miirance runs in the second on a the Spartans a two-run lead.
ul.off single by Hoskins, the first
’SINGLE SANDWICH’
Sore
Iwo hits for the pitcher, a bunt
The winning run scored in the
eg
flit: ill, and a sack of
fourth when Bessa and Al Taylor
I
itiiito I tiirt Spina drove sandwichest singles around a strikeout to put runners at first and
III I Ilt. Of the runs with a sacrifice
Ily. and the other came home when third with one down.
11.)P

to Phil Kamp & His
Orchestra
Ladies admitted FREE
every Friday night.

292-6778

396 South First

JET

Next to Lucky Market

State Rexall Drugs
270 E. Santa Clara
Prescriptions
286-9494

Typewriters
YOU NEED MORE THAN
LUCK FOR GOOD GRADES
Rent a
Typewriter
Standards

Portable

Used

New

Most Makes
Most Models
LOW STUDENT
RA’rES

Modern Office Machines
124 E. San Fernando
293-4588

293-5283

RENTAL SALE
End of the season sale of
our ski rental equipment

I

V.
I Skis with bindings
Children s Skis
Ski Boots & Tree
Children’s Leather Boots
Children’s Leather Boots
Pants
Parkas
Metal Toboggans .
Wood Toboggans
Chains
..
. .
.....
Items sold on a first
come, first serve basis

WINTERLAND SKI CENTER
440 So. Winchester Blvd. 244-0880
(oppos.t. The Winchester Mystery House)
TUES., WED., SAT., 10 A.M. UNTIL 6 P.M.
MON., THURS., FRI., 10 A.M. UNTIL 9 P.M.

$17.95
6.95
15.00
8.95
3.50
5.50
3.50
2.95
6.50
4.50

Linksters Prep for L.A. Meet
With Victory Over U.C. Bears
The SJS golf team used the consistent shooting of Ross Randall
and Craig Harmon to full benefit
yesterday in defeating the University of California Bears 2051612 at the Almaden Country Club.
Randall, who captured a first
place in the Northern California
Golf Association Public Links
Championships at Spyglass Hill
Saturday and Sunday, continued
his fine golfing with a four under
par 68, while Harmon, who keeps
Improving with every meet, closed
with a one under 71 on the rainsliekeneri course.
Bob Eastwood, playing in the
same foursome with Randall,
carded a 73 despite a two stroke
penalty on the 13th hole when the
ball careened out of bounds.
SLASOR TALLIES
Ken Slasor found out-of-bounds
territory three times, but still
tallied a 76 with Dick McClean
and Wilt Biggs scoring 77 and 78
scores respectively.
Biggs was substituting for Tom
O’Kane, a regular on the team all
season. O’Kane suffered a slight

Injury to his ribs when he fell in
the shower room two days before
the match,
The medalist title went to Randall who burned the front nine in
33 including three birdies. Randall
and Eastwood teamed to score five
Aright birdies in best ball competition on the first nine to put
away a clean sweep of their Cal
opponents.
HARMON SHUTOUT
Harmon also shut out his opponent by leading after nine and
18 holes. Slasor’s bogey trouble on
the front nine gave Cal its first
points, but he came back to defeat his opponent in the back nine.
McClean garnered a split and
Biggs dropped two of the three
points in the match.
"My drives weren’t too good today," Randall said, "but I was real
happy with my putting."
On several holes he just missed
sinking birdie puts, and didn’t
bogey a hole.
Biggs, who has not seen much
action with the Spartans this season in dual meets, saved his best

One Day Serrice
Sweaters & Cashmere coma
Our Specialty

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

293-1030

.1""’"’"’""sesesesese

Do Turtles and Pizza Go Together?
Not Usually -But They Do at The Tonic Room
PIZZA EATING CONTESTTUES. NIGHTS
STARTING TONIGHT
EVERY TUES. NIGHT FOR 6
WEEKS
PRIZE FOR

BIGGEST EATER

REGISTER ANYTIME BEFORE
CONTEST
Is CONTEST STARTS AT 10 P.M.
GRAND PRIZE WINNER
AFTER 6 WEEKS

TURTLE RACESWEDNESDAY NIGHTS
STARTING TOMORROW NIGHT
TURTLES AVAILABLE AT TONIC
ROOM
RACES RUN IN 5 HEATS FROM
9-11 P.M.
THE WINNERS OF EACH HEAT
COMPETE AT II P.M.
PRIZE FOR THE MOST TORRID
TURTLE

TONIC
ROOM

Every Monday
8 p.m. -I I p.m.
Sc

a plate

HAPPY HOUR
5

p.m. -9 p.m.

1897 ALUM ROCK AVE.

Daily except
Sunday

251-3310

Returning from tournament competition to a grinding week of dual
meet play, SJS opens a four-game
schedule against Cal State of Hayward at Hayward today at
2:30 p.m.
The remainder of the week the
Spartans will stay home, facing
Santa Clara, the University of San
Francisco and St. Mary’s College
in that order.
The Sparts, owners of a 5-3 dual
match record, were rained out of
three of four contests last week.
including their match Friday with
Stanford. These meetings should
be rescheduled tomorrow.

\

Stanford University and the. Soviet Union track temns have
something in e llllll non. First, both the Indians and the Russians
’forms, and second. they pull out of track meets.
wear Red
The Russians reftbotii to come to the U.S. last ellinnier because
(ed by the Americans.
they were afraid eif getting tr
That is the way it was reported in many Caere. ’Veaterilay Stanford
pulled an a la Russia by refusing to meet the Spartans in thy
long-standing dual meet series.
Stanford did offer a reason for cancelling the meet. "We
are registering for the spring semester," a Stanford official stated.

XEROX COPIES
10c each
Special Quantity Disci:ands
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

Krikorian unlimbered his muscles
teaming with Gale to defeat John
Reed-Terry Cooke, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3.
Anderson-Van Dillon and McMannus-Don Jacobus were the only
survivors in doubles.
The two favorites in junior vets
play Jacobus and Joe Woolfa.son
swept to quarterfinal wins, as did
San Mateo’s Norman Brooks and
Jack Darrah.
In opening rounds Saturday, the
favorites had easy times in winning.
The Spartans’ Steve Jones won

TIC S
1 AC 0 S
For a Real Taste Treat

BIJRRITO

only 39
of Pork Meat. Tomato.
A combinat.
and Mild Green Pepper.

Late modal standard
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
The meet cancellation was of utmost disappointment to
295-6765
the seniors of the leans who were set on defeating the Indians amommaamwm.mf.
for the first time in their stay
at SJS.
Winter said the team held a
meeting Sunday night and made it
in concert
clear that the meet would just be
forgotten and it wouldn’t affect
their performances and attitude.
"We really needed the competi- Special Guest Star
tion," Winter said, "and so did Sandy Baron
they."
of TV’s -Hey, Landlord It is clear to us that Stanford
FOOTHILL
was SCARED to meet SJS this Tickets
season.
COLLEGE
52.50-2.00
1rifIninI11111111111111111Iiiiiiiiiiitinur- 948-4444 GYM N AS I l.1 M
I
.
Program
To Benefit Foothill College vi rr

8:30 P.M.

"NI

to_

Intramurals

FAVORITE WINS
The tourney favorite, Jim MeMannus, breezed through the quarterfinals, however, and will meet
Anderson in one end of the semifinals Saturday.
Shepherd will duel Mountain
View veteran Don Gale in the
other semi.
In quarterfinal action the southpaw Anderson, who was the Spartans’ No. 2 performer two years
ago, upset second seed John Frost,
6-4, 6-3.
Shepherd had to struggle a little
more in topping Reed, who was
once considered one of the top
young players, 7-5, 1-6, 10-8.
McMannus defeated San Mateo
high schooler Erik Van Dillen, 8-6,
4-6, 6-1, and Gale, one of the nation’s top junior vets, dumped last
season’s top Spartan Raul Contreras, 6-2, 4-6, 7-5.
In doubles action Sunday, Frost
and Reed maintained their dignity,
beating SJS’ Mary Parsons and
Yosh DeGuchi, 8-6, 6-2.

RENT
(student rated()

BAJA MARIMBA BAND Ep=Tues., April 4
ft-

Coach Butch Krikorian’s crew
was able to play host to the San
Jose All-Comers Tournament Saturday and Sunday, however.
The tourney will be continued
next weekend with a pair of Spartans still in the running for the
men’s singles crown.
SJS’ top-ranked player Greg
Shephard and graduate student
Rich Anderson pulled the surprises
of the young tournament Sunday
downing the third and second
seeds, respectively.

VERDE

Phone Orders 297-8421

By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

rare.

g4"1""wi

GREG SHEPHARD
... Spartan surprise
conquest of Dr. George Spruce,
but lost to Frost, 6-0, 6-1.
In women’s play favorites Denise Carter and Tina Lyman gained
semifinal berths along with Toni
Alford and Diana Gal.

Judokas Prepare
For Championships
Judo action is all on a practice
level this week, as the Spartans
prepare for the big ones - the
NCAA and AAU championships.
Fourteen Spartan undergrad
and graduate judokas will form the
nucleus for the defending champion
Central Coast team in the AAU
tournament in Las Vegas Friday
and Saturday. The NCAA tournament will be held in Spartan Gym
on April 15-16.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

-,

Two-Sport Star
Talk abotst .114111S:Illest
old
11111 g on Fred
timer. hat
Luke. The SN thlrte particija led in spring I football pructive
Saltiest:is morning, and gills, ed in
both g:
of a tiara-troll doubleheader Saturilas afternoon.
P.:ening a a pinch bitter, the
right-hand ’dui, laid iiidsit an
Important COl III., 10111 t iii the
IL,’ lirnt l’OP
inning
stComi
game. and remained In the game
toi pia.%

Two Spartans Shine
In All-Comers Action

KRIKORIAN PLAYS
SPAGHETTI
FEED

Street::f Corner

&IS has inet ,everal of the
teams on the collegiate tournament circuit this season with the
most notable being the Western
Intercollegiate at Pasatiempo. The
Spartans f oo I ed everyone but
themselves in winning the big
meet.
But at that meet many of the
Spartans were playing on a course
REGISTER FOR FIFTEEN YEARS
they were acquainted with. But
this will not be the case in Los
’What he forgot to mention, however, was that Stanford has
Angeles,
been on the same quarter system for some 15 years and the traditional SJS-Stanford trackfest has been scheduled at the same
timeand before this year was always nut, even if it took several
days.
"We have held meets as late as Tuesday or Wednesday,"
SJS head Coach Bud Winter said.
"Our track is in excellent shape," Winter continued, "and
today (Monday) the weather is perfect."
The conditions couldn’t have been better for the nwei, even
if some of the luster was gone after a steady build-up to Saturday.
over Clilf Brown, ti-0, 4-6, 6-2 in
There was no reason why Stanford could not have come to
the first round while DeGuchi
SJS
for the meet if their track was in such terrible shape. We
fell before Don Mays.
Jones dumped George Pontikoff can understand why Stanford couldn’t use their field because
in the second round before losing it was covered with about two feet of water Friday night.
to McMannus, 6-2, 6-1, in the third
STANFORD A RARE VISITOR
round.
Stanford has come to SJS beforehut the visits are indeed
Parsons opened with a 6-4, 6-2

TOURNEY PLAYED

Art Cleaners
400 E. Santa Clara

"It’ork of Art"

for the last. On the 18th hole he
hit the green on the 430-yard hole
in two shots and just missed an
eagle three on the par five hole.
With their eighth dual meet victory tucked away, Jerry Vroom
takes his linksters to Los Angeles this weekend for the big Los
Angeles State Invitational.
The two-day event will have the
West’s top teams battling for honors including Arizona State. UCLA.
USC, Fresno State and L.A. State.

PIPART4N DAILY,
Tuesday, Apr I

When You Must Keep Alert
When you can’t afford lobe drowsy,
Inattentive, or anything less than all
there. .. here’s how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non -habit-forming.
’14r/Iff/2/
,

4th and St. James
oulmr ,rirr.
AlUltnegre

loorr

Gapsoies

BASKETBALL
The All-College basketball tournament gets underway tonight with
independent champion Basketball
Incorporated f a c i n g fraternity
champ Sigma Nu for the title.
The game begins at 7 p.m. in
Spartan Gym. Tomorrow’s second
game of the best two-of-three
game series starts at 8 p.m., as
will the third game if necessary.

$
st

22 Days

SC

Trip Includes:

k
0

$
SOFTBALL
IS
Tomorrow is the last day for HZ
fast pitch softball entries. Entries r
for the season, which starts iin
Monday, April 10, should bi.
turned in to the Intramural Office, MG121.
A team captains’ and an officials’ meeting will also be held tomorrow. Both start at 3:30 p.m.,
with the captains gathering in
MG201A and the officials confering in MG201B.

VOLLEYBALL
The second round of the sixman volleyball tournament will be
held tonight in the PER and Men’s
Gym.

EUROPE

ft

C-

Round Trip Air Fare
Volkswagen for three
weeks
First 50 Km. free
Hotel

t./

Accommodations

FROM NEW YORK TO:
FRANKFURT-8338 total
AMSTERDAM-8320 total

Si. Claire ..7ravel Service
74 W. San Carlos
Phone 297-1700

219 Town & Coontry
Phone 2 II -2 1110
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Young Ambassado,s Collecton v’
gaol? be supplied voth a bike or
saddlebags.
Go to the store nearest
tells Lady Wtongler or Mr. .
Sportswear. Look or the You’
sadors Collection and get yoy
lion form. Scholarship
close May 5 1967
Lady Wrangler Sportswear, 14
Broadway, New York,
Mr. Wrangler Menswear,
Avenue, New York, N.Y
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Freshman Camp Counselors Needed,
Interviews This Week on Seventh

’Coed Swim Exemption Test

’Autistic Children
Actives’
Subject of Films

Spartaguide
TODAY

net-, 5:30 p.m., Interlude.
conservation Club, 1:30 pm..’ meeting, 7 p.m., ED100. Pledges’
nweting. 7 p.m., CII149.
S227. A film, "Bulldozed AmerThe research on treatment of
Pre-Dental Society, 7:30, S242.
ica," will he shown.
autistic children being conducted
Former SJS student. Dr. Bruce
V.,rty counselors are needed for
Newman Center, 7:30, Newman Donald, will speak. All interested at SJS by Dr. Robert Zaslow, pro)
194;7 Freshman Camp. Interfessor of psychology, will be shown
an s fiir counseling positions will Center. 795 S. Fifth St. Student students invited.
(s) held tomorrow, Thursday, and night meeting.
li- on video films tomorrow.
Student Mobilization C
Friday from 10:30 a in. to 2:30
K International, 1:30, tre. 3:30 p.m., ED100. Panel discusThree films will be shown conp.m, at the Freshman Camp booth
Cafeteria A. Plans to bring Yvonne sion on "Pyschdelics and politics." tinuously beginning at 10:50 am.
on Seventh Street.
until 1:20 p.m. at ED331 and
Counselors will attend three D’Angers to the campus in connec- APRIL 6

A bonfire on the beach; .
.
tr:Wo.
mission group on
swimming, daneing..o,.I b
this is Freshman Camp
’rhe lurtsise of Fre,-Ithrin rang,
has not changed since it was begun
in the early 19305 ;is a VisicA
project: to provide practical in- ,
sight into the many pletses
training sessions this spring and
leer 1:t,
Freshman Camp on September
SAO, Training sessions will inlimn the counselors about the
purpose of the camp and train
them in group dynamics.
The camp is organized by an
ASH committee specifically appointed for Freshman Camp. This
Near’s committee consists of the
following students: Tom Finn, director: Margaret Bonanno, student
I advisor; Christy Cleary; Stan
I Goldsmith; Ken Jacker; Sue Leonaid: Ellen McAllister; Stephanie
!Sordoni; and Terry Trombatore.
.
This year’s Freshman Camp unlike previous ramps has a themethe "Spirit of San Jose" in order to
A new booklet, published by a generate the ideals of Freshman
non-profit educational f( .unda,/111,. ;1,cording to Finn.
tion, tells which career field lets
you make the best use of all

OPPORTUNITIES
IN SERINO

Free to

San Jose

Students

250 to others

your college training, including
liberal -arts courses -which
career field offers 100,000 new
jobs every year - which career
field produces more corporation
presidents than any other -what
starting salary you can expect.
Just send this ad with your name
and address. This 24 -page,
career-guide booklet, "Opportunities in Selling,- will be
mailed to you. No cost it obliii I )p.
gation. Address: Coun
portunities,550 Fifth As,

York 36. N. Y.,

Bcrke!ey Topic

Of Book Talk

tion with a fund drive will be dis-

Mountaineering Club, 7 p.m.,
cussed.
Homemaking 5. Officers will be
Alpha Phi Omega (National elected and a field trip planned.
Service } rateniity I, 7:15, ED331.
Signus Mu Tau, 7:30, E132. Dr.
General
business
meeting. Ac- Joshua Lederberg, Nobel Prize
tives will plan a pledge sneak.
winner, will speak on "Molecular
Biology majors
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow- Biology and Man."
faculty invited.
ship, 3:30, I.N201. Bible discussion ,nil
of John’s Gospel.

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 3:30 p.m., ED107. This prayei
fellowship will be held every das
during the week.

Newman Center, 7:30 p.m 79
South Fifth. Premarital relations
will be discussed at this ladies’
night meeting.
American Meteorological Society,
7:30, E329. Leon ilunsaker, senior
meteorologist from PG&E
San Francisco will speak on, "Good
Weather Forecasting, Is it Possible?"

real

estate

and

in-

dustrial technology majors wanted
for entry positions in accounting,

by appointment

San Jose
for your favorite songs!

l’etAAIA
San .1o,
Phone 2’). 1)92i1
72 S. lii

111ai.er
ciewefer3

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

PROF LEAVING SJS in August. Must
sell Willow Glen Eichler. 4.bedroorn, family room, atrium. Carpeted, drapes, landscaped. Appraised at $26,500. Assume
43/4% loan. Asking $25,900. Contact Dr.
Fessenden. Ext. 2469 or 266-2287.

YOU’RE IN LUCK! Spartacamp tickets
are on sale again all this week. Stop at
i
keting-sales, purchasing, transpor- the tables on 7th Street and near the
bookstore. Don’t delay! GET YOURS
tation, personnel and industrial re- I TODAY)
lations.
AUTOMOTIVE Ill
Fibreboard
Corporation.
Accounting, business administration ARMY-TYPE JEEP wanted. Will pay up
to $350 cash. Call evenings, 293-1167.
and marketing majors wanted for
’64 CUSTOMIZED Volkswagen. Will acaccountants and sales positions.
cept trade and/or motorcycle. $1025
with stereo. 294-41321 after 5.
Phileo-Ford. Electrical and me
’64 TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE. 350 cc.,
chanical engineering and MBA 2 exhaust. Excellent road S, street bike.
majors wanted for circuit design, Good condition. $500 or offer. Eves. &
ground instrumentation, space weekends.
communication, information theory, ’64 HONDA 250 Scrambler. Completely
DP Hardward design, allied activi- rebuilt. Like new. Must sell. $375. Call
297.9981 after 5 p.m.
ties and financial analysis.
MOTORCYCLE, 1961 Triumph. Make
Anaconda Wire and Cable Com- offer. 1964 Honda 250 cc. Electric starter. Runs well. $239. 286-8657.
pany. Mechanical, electrical, indus’41 DODGE coupe. New tires and battrial, chemical, and civil engineer- tery. Radio & heater. In family all its life.
ing, metallurgical and liberal arts $250. 354-4165 evenings.
majors if interested in sales wanted 1966 SEARS "106" SS cycle. Speeds to
for production, research, develop- 70 miles per hour. Approximately 100
miles per gallon. Only 800 miles on
ment and technical positions.
speedometer. Must sell. $349. Cell 269Army Special Service’s. Recrea- 5604.
Scrambler. Good contion, physical education, social sci- ’64 HONDA 305
dition. Must sell. $450 or best offer. Call
ence, drama, music, arts and crafts, 298-3641 after 3 p.m.
liberal arts and other majors ’69 VOLVO, rebuilt engine. Bruce recaps.
wanted for recreation specialists, Excellent condition. Radio & heater.
librarians and assistant librarians. $550. 297-1552.
’59 TR-3 with ’65 engine. Racing green
tonneau. Looks good and runs well. Call
379-5057 after 5 p.m.
1960 RED CORVETTE. Good condition.
Former owner was a teacher. $1200. 379.
7102 after 6 p.m.
FAIRLANE 4-door V13. Radio, heater,
automatic. Reliable. $100. 356.3743 evenings.

CIGS

5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc

Ajax Cleanser
Crest large size

Sc
29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2
DIANA

PRICES FROM *125 TO $1100

You are cordially invited to viAit our Bridal Registry and
see ow 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring: Syracuse
Fine China
CryAal Stettiware by Holmegaard Bode
front Sweden.

Mailer

72 "s.
!ati
Phone 21

xt.

jewelera
estgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th lk WIllIam
& Keyes
1011 & Taylor
1 3th &

119 E. San Fernando between 3rd and 4th Ste.

GRAD A SENIOR student need roommate. Will have own bedroom. 1/2 block
from campus. 286-3987.
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE ROOMMATE
wanted immediately to share large
clean 1 -bedroom furnished apartment
with pool. Reasonable. 297-6702 early
a.m, or after 5:30 p.m.
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share
HOUSING 151
ultra -sharp, 2 -bedroom apartment. TV,
stereo, etc. Ask at 641 S. 11th, *12.
THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, roomy,
kitchen, TV, piano, patio. 596 S. 10th or LARGE, 2-BEDROOM furnished apartment. Just painted. Electric kitchen.
call 293-9877.
DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE, Wash- Wall-to-wall carpets. $130 month. 65 S.
burn Hall, Call Sherry Dawe, 294-2916
MARRIED COUPLE. Deluxe 2-bedroom,
between 4 & 7; 293-9927 after 7.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share apart- rug, electric kitchen, drapes, pool. patio,
ment with 3 girls. Discount price. Con- water & garbage paid. Unfurnished. 431
tact Jan, 294-2916. Room 211, Washburn S. 11th.
BOARD A ROOM, reasonable. Clean,
Hall.
MUST SELL CONTRACT. Leaving for quiet, non -Bohemian! Private home, WilNew York. Approved apartment, Ken- low Glen. Near shopping & *3 & *2
bus. 295-5743.
nedy Hall. Will take loss. 294-0822.
MEN, LARGE cheerful rooms, large MALE ROOMMATE needed to share 2 closets, wall.to-wall carpet. Furnace heat. bedroom, 2 -bath apartment with 3
others. 2 blocks from SJS. 293-1230,
406 S. 11th.
HOME-LARGE, 3 -bedroom furnished or LARGE, 3-BEDROOM house just 3 blocks
unfurnished. Nice yard. 2 blocks from from school. Ideal for 4 or 5. Hurry!
school. Good condition. 406 S. 11th.
$160. 292-9400.

MALE STUDENT who is finishing school
in June to work Saturdays until June,
then full time from then on. Retail photographic sales. Camera Shop, 541 Bryant St., Palo Alto, 322-1715.
WANTED: ORGANIST fop downtown
spiritualist church service on Sunday evenings, Call 227-9130. evenings.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

FOR SALE: modern house near SJS,
completely furnished. 7 rooms, including,
3 bedrooms, 2 bath. Small payments.
convenient for teacher. Contact: Frank
Heat, 420 S. 15th St,
DERAILER-10 speed trip. $30. Good
condition. Its a beauty. Call Pat 2870788,
FOUND: FEMALE TERRIER, orange and
white. Phone 287-1785 after 5 p.m.
HELP WANTED 141
GO GO GIRLS, cocktail waitresses, waitrinses and rock and roll band. Full or
part time. Call Rock Roof Restaurant.
2121 S. 1st. Ask for Tem, 286.3088.
COOKWARE AND HOPE CHEST
ITEMS. The new 1967 Vollrath Triple
Earning Program is sweeping the entire
West Coast. Absolutely no competition
with this exclusive high quality merchandise. No canvassing, leads furnished. Immediate commission and salary $100 recruiting bonus. Get with this fast growing money -making organization NOW)
Will train. Part time. Apply 1060 Willow,
Room 3, San Jose or call 286.3193 or
266-8847 for epointment.
ACCOUNTANTS: Openings for graduates with accounting or finance majors
at northern California’s leading savings
& loan association. Please call Mrs. Car.
ter, American Savings & Loan, 55 W.
Santa Clara St., 298.6000.

STUDIO APARTMENT for rent. $70
month. Immediately available. 405 S. 8th,
#4. Assume lease until September. Call
286-1711 or 297-5935.
2-BEDROOM APARTMENT. Kitchen curtains, carpeting, water/garbage paid.
$85 month. 5 minutes from SJS. 2935995.
FURNISHED APARTMENT. I bedroom.
twin beds. Modern, spacious, well -insulated. 1/2 block from SJS. $100. Water &
garbage paid. 463 S. 7th, *4. Inquire
499 S. 7th, 295-5362.
WANTED TO RENT: 3 -bedroom furnished home or apartment for the month
of July or the whole summer. Phone 2958341.
LOST AND FOUND 16/
LOST: SIC 12-inch slide rule in leather
case. Principle involved. Please return.
Ron Edwards, 297.1974.
LOST: GRADUATION RING. Whiter
gold, garnet stone. Reward. Call collect,
948-1149.
LOST: I IRANIAN student passport issued to Shahrokh Moaveni. If found,
please call 293.2954.
PERSONALS 17)

SERVICES 1111TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
21 & MARRIED. Liability, property damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.
EXQUISITE, REASONABLE typing: book
reports, compositions, theses, etc. Done
at home of Miss Carey, 293-4700.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Call 243-6313 between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.
FOR BEGINNERS: Classical & folk guitar lessons. 10 private lessons for $20.
Free use of guitars. Ferguson’s Music
House, 30 E. San Fernando, S.J. 2920143.
ANYTHING YOU WANT, within reason,
printed on teeshirts, sweatshirts, etc.
(minimum of IS) cheap, returned in
couple of days. Jack Chillemi, 251-7467
Rise Krag, 251-6229. Roger Nordby, 293(230.

ARE woR2E2

50METIME5

RECORDS-singles, 77c
ALBUMS-$2.64 mono, $3.37 stereo.
AUTO STEREOS-custom tapes.
Tapes Exclusive-Discount Records
575 E. Santa Clara St.. 297-3986
BEAUTIES! 13" alloy wheels, chrome
rims, 4 lug pattern. $90 takes. TR.3 top,
torneau & curtains. Slide rule, $5. Tall
black suit with vest (new). 241-5053.

ART STUDIO. No bath or water. Just a
room over a garage. $15 per month. Call
292-94(/0,

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.

FOR SALE 13/

10c

3 Hershey Bars

MARK TWAIN’S SAN FRANCISCOMPLETE SAYINGS OF JESUS.
As recorded in King James Version.
CO. Most important writings: some
(Orig. Pub. at $2.00) . Only $1.00
never before reprinted. A very in.
BEST FROM MIDWEST KITCHENS.
portant book on S.F.
Prized dishes of Swedish, German,
THE FILMS OF MARILYN MONFrench, etc. settlers. (Orig. $3) $1
ROE. Pictorial album of
$6.91656) photos
PARABLES OF KAHLIL GIBRAN.
from 28 films. (Orig. $5.95) $2.98
Author of "The Prophet." Illust. with
RUG WEAVING FOR EVERYONE.
More than 30 types. 138 photos &
21 Gibran paintings. (Pub. at
Only $1.98
drawings. (Orig. $6 .50)
$325T
164S ERPIECES OF MURDER. 21
PACIFIC LUMBER SHIPS. 423 pho
true accounts of classic crimes &
tos, sally tales. ports g.seograc $ 32..99 58
. $1.69
odelcceiplotioNnA. R1y55.095F1
($11.95)
Only
THE FAMILY COOKBOOK. 130
THE OCCULT.
Witchcraft & magic from Babylo.
illus., 60 in full color. Delicious
nian times to now. (Orig. $3) $1
recipes! .
Special 99e
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT PROM
Fiction, Travel, Biography, Children’s boo s, Religion, Music, Art, etc. Get these new
books at Bargain Prices Now at San Jose Book Shop. Come Early for Good Choice.
IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOKask us about it-chances are we can give you immediate information as to price, exact
title and evoilability. If we don’t have it, we can get it for you promptly.
Bost Sieller
eatII
.
Opi "
leviers
for Less
Thursday
295-5513

’62 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE. Very good
condition. Stick shift, overdrive. 1 owner.
$1150. Call 948-5416 after 5 p.m.

15’
Kleenex

SEE THE OUTSTANDING IOOK BUYS
San Jse Book Shop Has For You This Weal:

Spartan Daily Classifieds

crediting, data systems, data pro-

272-0111

The Department of Physical Education for Women Is giving the
final test. All women students
must either pass the exemption
test or take a semester of swim-

ming from the department.
Students taking the test are to
report to the west dressing room
In the Women’s Gym, with their
own soap and cap. Swimming suits
are provided by the department.
Students unable to take the test
tomorrow should contact the P.E.
department and make arrangements for make-up tests.

ke0K SHOP

636 Town & Country Village, lildg. 6 San Jose
across from Bank of California

cessing, economics, finance, mar-

Call-

Zaslow that deals with autism as
a behavior disorder caused by inadequate environmental conditions.

296-8458

Job Interviews
marketing,

The presentations are open to all
students interested in the revolutionary treatment developed by Dr.

Men’s Razor Cutting and Hair Styling

change Ii: is been made in the
Clreulo Castellano (Spanish
I wally Book Talk scheduled for
tomorrow in Cafeteria A and B, Club), 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A. Elec112:30 p.m. Dr. Harris Martin’s dis- tion of officers and flamenco guicussion on "Dangerous Thinkers" tar music will be presented.
Tau Delta Phi. Pic -meeting dinby Yamada Munemutsu has been
ANNOUNCEMENTS (11
-bosiponed until April 19,
$401 JET to Amsterdam June 25 -Sept. 5
Dr. James Watson, associate
including 4.week study course at Alli1.! b -or of political science, will
ance Francaise, Paris. Dr. Milton French,
tianorrow on Charles Mus(213) 274.0729 or write 9875 Santa Mon. !ow
"F:ducafion at Berkeley.:
ica Blvd., Beverly Hills. Or Jet package
Shell C
ponies Accounting, fi- only, New York -London $253 June lb.
nance,
indu.strial
management, Sept. 6.

surance, economies, math and in-

Gym starting at 4:30 p.m.

ED431.

TED’S of the Town & Country Village

TOMORROW

Tomorrow is the last chance for
women students to take the swim
exemption test in the Women’s

SUCH

IN
ROF tv/AtZ4 EXAMINAI1ONS
A AlAY AS 117 511004 A 6TU PEN T5 ENT1125 NERYOtif 614.11M.

TYPING DONE in my home. Please call
before 8 p.m. Mrs. Brown, 269-2953.
TYPING: EXCELLENT WORK by college
graduate on IBM Selectric. Thesis, manuscript, resume. Call 264-3059.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

n inmmum
Three lines
One time

One time

3 lines -1.50
4 linos
2.00
5 linos
2.50
6 HMIS
300

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

Add this
amount for
each ad&
Donal line

Three

times

Five times

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

AI

.50

30

O Announcements (I)
[] Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
O Lost and Found (6)
? Personals (7)
Services (8)
O Transportation (9)

RIDE NEEDED from SJS to Palo Alto on
Monday, Wednesday & Friday at 4:30 or
Tuesday & Thursday at 2:30. Please call
Sister Bernard, 327-8891.

To place an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv. Office -J206

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

TRANSPORTATION 19/

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-I2:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.
Send In

Name

(Please Pint)

Address

For

days.

Enclosed Is $

Dip

Phone

Start ad

cash

or

handy order blank. Encloss
check.

Make

char

Sparten Daily Classifieds.

on

Meese allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Mate)

Phone

294-6414, EH. 2446

oat fe

This Is a Woman’s World . . .
For a Week

PA RTAN DAILY
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
WOMEN’S WEEK EDITION
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SECTION 8

AWS Schedules Activities
Women’s Week, April 3-8,
designated by the SJS Associated Women Students (AWS)
to emphasize the role of the educated woman in society, begins a
week-long series of activities
Monday climaxed Saturday with
Sparta Sings,

Sparta Sings tickets are on
sale on Seventh Street and the
Student Affairs Office, Building R, and will be sold through
the week and at the door. Cost
of the ticket is $1. Proceeds
from the ticket sales will go to

a charitable organization as yet
undetermined.
Today a fashion show featuring spring fashions from Roberta’s of San Jose will be held
in Cafeteria B at 3 p.m. Included will be a wide range of the

Women Over 29 Form Club
Which Meets Diverse Needs
By MEGAN KNOX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
With changing times and the
widespread attitude that you
can’t get anywhere without a
college degree, more mature
women have returned to college.
At SJS, there are approximately 1,500 of these women.
"Many come back to change
their profession or upgrade themselves and their skills," commented Dean Cornelia A. Tomes,
dean of women. "Others come
simply to better themselves and
for personal information and enrichment."
Last semester, a group headed
by Dean Tomes started a new
organization on campus called
"The Women Over 29 Club."
"Following our meeting last
fall, they had diverse questions
and needs," commented Dean
Tomes.
"I have been surprised at the
amount of interest shown. They
are a very diverse group the

majority are graduate students
and the rest are undergrads.
They wanted, however, to meet
others in the same situation and
solve other problems as placement and careers."
Statistics taken from a recent
questionnaire sent to this special
segment of the student body reveal that most of the women
have attended one or two colleges before but never finished
because of marriage or their
husbands were transferred to a
new area.
It has also been between one
to five years since their return
to college. For another 122 of
the 178 who returned the questionnaire, it has been an elapse
of 5 to 20 years. Thirty-three of
the women did not attend college for more than 20 years.
These students are from an area
as far south as Cannel and as
far north as Walnut Creek.
The Women Over 29 Club
has been designed to help the
women get ahead academically

as well as to sponsor an informal
social program. Most of the activities take place at their new
center. The new Special Instructional Center at 137 S. 10th St.
is open between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. weekdays and the women
are invited to " ... bring a sack
lunch and join the group for
coffee and an exchange of
ideas."
Seminars are scheduled at the
center during lunch time Monday and Tuesday. The women
discuss mutual problems as well
as learn about programs and
services tailored especially for
them.
Specific guidelines have been
formulated for the club. The
purposes are threefold: 1.) to
assist in expanding educational
experiences in interest, social
and service areas; 2.) to serve
as a means of coordintion and
communication and 3.) to offer
opportunities through active participation in college-sponsored
activities.

latest fashions including date
dresses, casual, and school
clothes, picked especially to interest college women, according to Juanita Clark, chairman
of AWS Women’s Week committee.
Members of Delta Zeta sorority
will serve as models, and radio
television major Valerie Dickerson, SJS’ 1967 Winter Carnival
Queen, will emcee. All interested
students are invited.
A "Sadie Hawkins" format
will be featured at Wednesday’s
Co-Rec in the Women’s Gym
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. "Girls are
encouraged to ask guys to the
dance," said Miss Clark.
Assemblyman John Vaconcellos, D-201th District, will speak
Friday at 12 noon from a platform on Seventh Street, "weather permitting," said Jane Nettleship, AWS president. Vasconcellos, a lawyer, will speak on
"Education and Tuition" and will
accept questions and discuss
issues with his open-air audience.
Saturday’s Sparta Sings program at 8 p.m. in the Sao Jose
Civic Auditorium will conclude
Women’s Week. Groups participating include the Catholic Women’s Center and Chi Omega in
the women’s division; Alpha Chi
Omega-Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Alpha Omicron Pi-Lambda Chi
Alpha in the mixed division;
and Angel Flight-AFROTC and
Sigma Kappa-Sigma Nu in the
mixed production division.
Mike Cleary, KLIV disc jockey,
will emcee Sparta Sings, and the
SJS Jazz Ensemble will perform
during intermission.

Photo by Fred Rosenberg
SHE’S GOT THE WORLD by a string. Juanita
Clark, chairman of AWS Women’s Week, depicts the role that women play on campus for
this week. Beginning with a fashion show this

afternoon and climaxing
Saturday night, the week
SJS women’s activities.
once a year ... so live it

with Sparta Sings on
is designed to highlight
This week only occurs
up!

AWS President Questions
Validity of Organization
By JANE NETTLESHIP
AWS President
All women students at San
Jose State are members of the
Associated Women Students, virtually thousands.
However, only a small handful are involved in the governing
body of the AWS, and this handful Is not a fair representation
of the women students.
We may define "fair representation" as meaning representation from apartments, dormitories, boarding houses, sororities,
indeed, all special interest
groups, for example Angel Flight
and Women’s Recreation Association.
Today, not only at SJS but in
other colleges, the question has
been posed, "Why is the strength
of ASW dwindling to the point
that the organization seems unneeded or obsolete?"
Recently I received a letter
from another state college. The
general purpose of the letter was

to collect information from
other schools to perhaps breathe
some life into their own floundering AWS which is lacking
direction. It was an amusing request, for the retort would surely
have amounted to the blind leading the blind, as we, too, are in
water over our heads.
Active minds on the AWS
Board work to offer new ideas
for educational, cultural, and social programs for women students. But we are neither creative enough or strong enough
to promote such programs. But,
we may ask, who is?
Cornelia A. Tomes, dean of
women, probably one of the
most charming and influential
women on our campus, is not
strong enough . . . neither is
this her purpose. With experience comes wisdom, and certainly Dean Tomes has an ample
amount of both.
Her feeling was conveyed to
me as such: There has to be a
desire and a need for certain pro-

grams among the women students themselves; if either is
lacking, not even the most beneficial or ingenious will succeed.
The possibility of a stronger
AWS, one which could fulfill the
needs of women students, seems
to lie in fuller, more equal representation, perhaps more of an
overlapping of group leadership
In individual groups iwth leadership in AWS.
With stronger leadership and
greater representation, AWS
could better appreciate the needs
and be able to promote the programs to fulfill them.
Theoretically, it is clear-cut
and simple. In reality, it would
be a mammoth task, achieved
only by intergroup effort.
To let AWS dissolve would be
an injustice to future women
students, for perhaps they will
have the wisdom and strength
to mold the organization into a
more correct definition of the
title, Associated Women Students.
4MM

SJS Coeds Reflect Femininity in Campus Fashions
By BRUCE ANDERSON
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
"SJS coeds have lost their femininity. They wear
jingle bells clipped to their pant legs, long boots, and
other manly items. It appears that some of them are
trying to look like men."
This is just one of the opinions voiced when 25 SJS
coeds were asked their opinions on the femininity and
appropriateness of the attire of SJS coeds. The girls
who were polled represented all the dosses from freshman to graduate, all the major social groups on campus
from "sallies" to "hippies," and 15 different majors.
Despite some extreme views on the appropriateness of
some clothes for school wear, several important points
were agreed on by nearly all those interviewed.
Freedom from restrictions within the limits of decency
was emphasized by nearly all girls interviewed. "I went
to a C’atholic College before I came to SJS," commented
graduate student Judy Flood, who is working on an elementary education credential. "We had uniforms to wear
there. We had no choice of what we were going to wear.
If the Nuns saw me now, they would flip," she laughed.
Sophomore music major Joan King agrees, "I don’t
think there should be restrictions. I’ve seen a lot worse
than SJS."
Another important point of agreement among SJS
coed is that "the clothes, an SJS coed wears frequently
reflects the social niche they are in," notes Shelley Hancock, a graduate speech major .
There appears to be four loose categories of dress
at SJS
"sally." mod, standard, and "hippy." Most girls
fit into at least two of these categories. Many coeds fit
into all of them. The category in Which a girl falls is not
always representative of her social niche; frequently, it
only indicates which groups influence her choice of clothes.
"Sallies" (sorority girls) influence many SJS coeds in
their choice of dress. Many girls who dress as "sallies"
are not in any sorority, but respect the dress of the
"sallies."
The distinction between standard dress and the attire

of a "sally" is shrinking all the time. The coed who
dresses standard is usually not as particular with respect
to the current trends as "sallies" are.
Bargain hunters are frequently in this class. The girl
who does not wish to spend an extra $10 for a nsunetag on
a dress or a pair of shoes, also may have standard clothes.

JOAN KING
... a "shift"

CHERYL BADER
... "empire" dress

Very wide belts, pea-mats, bell bottom pants, and knee
length boots are some of the fashions of the mod dress.
At SJS there are few pure mod dressing coeds. Most
girls adopt what they like of the mod fashions and
integrate it into their wardrobe.
On the topic of femininity Karen Olson, a junior pay-

JUDY FLOOD
informal

GAIL KING
... likes leather

chology major, says, "I think that if the girl is feminine
enough, she will look feminine regardless of what she
wears."
Freshman life science major Cheryl Bader thinks that
some SJS coeds dress too boyish. "I don’t care for leather
jackets, boots, and men’s Levi’s on girls
at least not at
school."
One segment of the SJS coed population seems to be
dressing less feminine all the time, according to most
current standards of femininity. One must remember,
however, that femininity is relative and not absolute.
Certainly knee boots, leather jackets, pea-coats, men’s
Levi’s, and. back packs are not considered feminine by
many people. However, femininity may change in the
coming years.
Hair is a good example of changing standards of
femininity and masculinity. Long hair has been considered both feminine and masculine at different times in
history. If enough girls adopt a masculine style, then
standards of femininity may change and the style may
become feminine.
Carolyn Dickieson, a junior foreign language major,
disagrees, "I am serious about sticking to neat conservative clothes. I don’t let my hair fly loose even though it
is long enough to hang below my shoulders. I am opposed
to these characters running around with jingle bells
clipped on their pants, etc. I would like to see SJS get
back to its old self."
One of those "characters running around with jingle
bells clipped to her pants" who prefers to remain unnamed
feels choice of attire is up to the individual. When asked
if she thought that the "hippy" dress would continue to
spread she replied, "No, I think it has reached a peak
I think it will affect future dress but not completeW
change it."
Femininity of SJS coeds appears to be too contro
versial to make a solid conclusion about it. Generally it
appears that most girls make their judgment of whide
clothes are feminine by examining peer groups or ais
individual decisions,
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Faddish Mini Skirts, Pant-Dresses Are ’In’ AWS Tells

have the courage to resist it," the ed as a novelty, but it was discov/Iv LINDA TUN(
ered that it was more than a lad.
critics explained.
Daily Staff Writer
Punt -dress fills the desperate
It is admitted by some designers
Look around the campus!
i ii which (recurs in time
!Wally et oils have acknowledged that the first punt -dress. %%.1:.
the challenge of fashion magazines
and have started to wear mini
skirts and different s ersions id
pants for women.
The trend a the skirt -length
gets shorter and shin ter every day.
Consequently, the appearimee of
mini skirts in school or anywhere
presents no surprise. Many male
students are in fact rooting for
even higher skirts.
Many versions of pants for women also are worn.
Fashion ethics snobbishly accuse the women of being sheep
about fashion fads.
If enough fashion magazines
say this is the new look, few will
Spartan

1

MARILYN SHEA, Susan Woolley and Hilary Goldwater like
the freedom of the mini -dress and skirt, plus its femininity. They
show varying versions of the new trend that can be worn anywhere
from the campus to the beach. Easy-to-wear, easy -to -iron, these
casuals are good for any vacation.
_

when the girl raises her arms and
the skill goes sky high.
The pant -suits use ideal tin’
traveling in a car, walking mound
the golf course, for shopping at
the supermarket, and for riding
bicycles in the park.

Activities,
Structure

There are many varieties of
pant -dress. Some are for casual occasions, but others look just as
dress-up aryany suit or dress. It
is the amount of deceptive styling
which makes the print -dress so
popular. Society women, like the
Kennedys, wear pant -dresses froin
the most formal events to pajama
parties.
The pant -dress is an ideal outfit
for a busy and active woman of
today. It offers the freedom combined with unquestionable femininity for women of all ages.
The spring and summer pantsuits come in two categories, with
the pants cut like beimuda shorts
or culottes. Pants are worn with
mini drepises, jumpeis. tutees, and
smocks. They are either tightly
fitted or worn like a blisimer.
Mini skirts and pants with
stripes, checks, geometric patterns
and plaids in shocking contrasting
colors are the favorites among the
college coeds.

WHAT WILL they think of our fashions 10 years from now?
Marilyn Shea wears a yellow linen dress with orange trim.
Valerie Dickerson chooses a black and white checked linen with
white trim. A light wool navy blue checked, wrap-around dress
is the choice of Hilary Goldwater. Try one for an evening in
the City or an afternoon in Carmel.

84-Year-Old Student
Tired of Staying Home

Men Spoof Latest Fashions,
Called ’Elimination Process’
BILL III 104( 1111A

It

- duritsalt for a man to write
about au:lien’s fashions. especialY
he doesn’t know anything
:111,111* when
about them. Well, I’m in that category.
A TANK DRESS for a spring
I haven’t the foggiest idea as
day. Susan Woolley wears an
orange and yellow polka-dot to the intricacies that constitute
the traditional dress of the opposite
linen with a matching brimmed,
sex -- mainly "broads." Although
shapeless hat.
I must admit that in today’s growFashion Photos by A. J. Nixie! ing world, it seems to me that the

gifiaircturfra.
STORE FOR MEN
Downtown San Jose
Sm.., 1925

a jumbo of a jacket!
the

DRIZZLER
JUMBO
Ly

11;11EZOL

dresses are getting less complicated by the process of elimination.
Each new style of dress requires
less and less material. Maybe it
has something to do with the
population explosion. Perhaps we
ale slowly running out of dress
material. Or maybe the silk worm
has died
who knows?
Surely
not me,
NEW HIGH
As mentioned, but not labored,
earlier, from a man’s point of
view, the style of modern clothes
seems to rise toward new heights
(upward, of course). I predict in
the future that the new styles
will be about one half as large as
those of today. I arrived at this
figure through careful scientific
research ( I took the word "modern, cut it in half, and discovered
today’s trend mod).
Women’s dresses are no longer
simply above the knee. They are
now called middle-thigh dresses.
A few years ago, the trend was
towards plunging necklines. Every
man will always remember Jayne
Mansfield’s low-cut neckline that
left nothing to the imagination
she may have, at that time, modeled the first topless dress without
anyone knowing it). If the necklines had continued to descend
while the skirt length rose, a 21st
century dress may only constitute
a navel cover. Why not? Anything’s possible.
TWIGGY
Then, of course, there is the
London mod model, Miss StringBean of 1967, better known as
Twiggy (31-22-32,5 feet 6% inches)
has become the talk of the fashion
world. She’s known as "The
World’s Narrowest Girl," but with
the recent scandal concerning
Russia’s women athletes, don’t be
too sure.
Whether rising skirts or lowering necklines will be legally accepted is a matter left in the
hands of that great "American"
(sic) El Be Jay, who would at
once see the graveness of the
situation, declare Texas the fashion capital of the world, make the
10-gallon hat a fashion must, and
for good measure, appoint Bobby
Kennedy as a Siberian fashion consultant.

WHAT’S TO BE the new look of tomorrow? Susan Woolley is
in a flowered cotton with puffed sleeves. Valerie Dickerson wears
a knit dress with green box pleats and red top with green trim

and a low slung belt.

Sororities Mix High Values
With Rah, Rah Atmosphere

and Thursday
Evenings
Until 9
Drizzler Jumbo by McGregor is the neat, lightweight
jacket of hearty Drizzler cloth that’s guaranteed
,
water.repellent for two years. Ready for any
outdoor action, it’s trimly tailored with zip front,
vertical slash pockets, snap.tight neck, knit wrists
and knit back waist.
-

CHOOSE YOUR

CHARGE PLAN
The Wardrobe Plan: 30, 60, 90 Days, No Service Charge
BAN 1, AMER 1CARD OR FIRST NATIONAL CARDS ALSO WELCOME

and have widened my interests
greatly through college courses,"
she said.
She expresses a feeling of only
being old in the the physical sense
and yet having a young heart.
"Just being around college-aged
people is a learning experience all
In itself," she feels.
"Sometimes I get some pretty
odd looks when I’m walking in the
halls (she uses a cane) from people
who think I’m just some sort of
joke or something," she said.

State Book Shop

LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS
U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

and Enforcement positions

HAVE A TERM PAPER??
NEED A TYPEWRITER??
RENT FROM ROBERTS!!

Low Student Rates
MANUAL
$7 per month

57 S. 4th
one block
from campus

over 5’7"
clothes of individuality
for tall and
longer waisted girls

ENJOY BROWSING?
TRY US . . .

ELECTRIC
from $12.50
per month

ROBERT’S TYPEWRITER CO.
--1-.7
ALL CITY PARKING TICKETS VALIDATED
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By CHARLES PANKRATZ
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Many housewives are contented
with sitting around the house, doing housework and watching television. But some of the more
active ones make one wonder what
took them so long to become
"active."
One of these could be Margaret
Pole, of 1925 S. 13th St. She’s
majoring in psychology and will be
84 years old when she is graduated in 1969.
"I got tired of staying at home
when my husband died in 1959,"
she said. "The house became too
much of a job to keep up, and I
just gave up."
She is working at SJS with her
nine-unit load.
"I tried to,gct into a beginning
modern dance class, but I was
politely told I wouldn’t enjoy it,"
she said. Instead, she is taking
courses in educational psychology,
cultural anthropology, and art history.
"I’m a declared major in psychology, but so many other classes
interest me I just take them too."
Her CPA is 2.9.
She feels everyone still hasn’t
learned everything, and it is never
oo late to start. "I can now analyze current events much better

leadership qualities and enhances
poise,
personality and charm.
42 e. san antonio
The goals of a sorority are high. These are the basic goals. Each
goals
has
to
adapt
these
sorority
That’s the way the national sororities have set it up, and that’s the to their own house.
The ideals of sororities go back
way the sorority women in the
local chapters feel it should be, to the founding of the original
according to San Jose State soror- chapters. This sometimes involves
a 100-year span of time. The ideals
ity members.
"The rah, rah, fun and games must be realistic to the existing
atmosphere is cetrainly a part of conditions. "The decline in the
sorority life," stated Jill Mellott, number of girls going through
junior nursing major. "But it’s not rush is disheartening," said Christhe most significant phase of so- tine Caviglia, junior in speech
therapy. "It shows that the Greek
rority life."
"Sororities wouldn’t have lasted system needs revamping. The con389 S. First St.
297-4797
this long if they were based merely structive objectives, like scholarOpen Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
on the trivalities such as water ship and service projects, should
Saturday
until
6
p.m.
more."
fights and exchanges," said Jacque be stressed
_
Sales, sophomore majoring in
music.
"Standards in a sorority are
necessarily high. There is a great
stress on scholarship, morals, leadership, service and friendship," according to Cornelia Tomes, SJS
associate dean of students.
Sorority living is an experience
where coeds live with those whom
The Internal Revenue Service will interview candidates
they feel share their interests and
ideals. -This enables the establishAt San Jose State on Monday, April 10th
ment of lifelong friends, strengthening of character, development of
Careers in Professional Auditing and Tax Law investigation
By GAIL KNIGHT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

OPEN
Monday

"Any woman student regularly
enrolled at San Jose State College
is automatically a member of Associated Women Students," said Mrs.
Maxine Hand Albares, AWS adviser.
Activities sponsored by AWS
throughout the year include Sparta
Sings on Saturday, community
service projects, an orientation
assembly and welcome mixer, a
Christmas door decoration contest
and a Christmas tree-lighting ceremony.
Executive board members sell/.
ing AWS are Jane Nettleship,
president; Karen Prouty, first vice
president; Maryansui (lark, second
vice president; Rosemary Tyrrel,
secretary; and Jesseiny ’frues,
I reasurer.
Social regulations governing approved living centers for women
students are established by AWS.
The AWS Judiciary Board interprets and enforces these regulations.

294-1215
drive-in parking

REVENUE OFFICERS
TAX TECHNICIANS
Extensive formal training programs
Supervisory and Management Development
Independence in decision and action
See your Placement Office now to arrange
for an on-campus interview
If you are not able to appear for an interview
on the above date please contact
Internal Revenue Service
Personnel Branch
450 Golden Gate Avenue
Box 36020
San Francisco, California 94102
Phone (415) 566-4432
IRS is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Cunning Dorm RFs
Replace Dull Pranks
By CAROL SCHNEIDER
Spartan Daily Staff K’rlter
Short sheeting, salting and soaping beds are ;lull and hackneyed
dorm jokes of the past. Today’s
coeds, using cunning shrewdness,
have invented clever, sophisticated
and time consuming tricks with
which to harass their "dorm
mates." The word "practical joke"
has even been eliminated from
dorm vocabulary. A prank today is
known as an RF ;rat fink I.
Many RFs still center around
the bed and other furniture in the
room. Missing furniture is a great
annoyance to a weary coed coming
in at 2 a.m. ready for a nose dive
into her bed. First of all, she will
hopefully notice that her bed is

9ahhet
ctockiko
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20

colors available
$1.50

0

per pair

Fishnet Pantyhose

Available in nine colors
$3 per pair
0
$ JUDOS OF SAN JOSE
Santa
Clara
St.
Louco.5::.
tWelivsktoW,,,s1WWPtv

gone
some women, in consideration for a sleeping rommute, have
not turned on the light and have
then sunk tiredly to the floor.
The coed’s missing bed could he
a number of places. The most
popular relocation areas are the
bathroom, shower room or stairwell. A coed of Hoover Hall recently returned home to find the
furnishings from her half of the
room situated In the study room.
Thoughtful f t lends had even pinned
up her boy friend’s picture, and
moved in her rug and dirty clothes
hamper to place beside her bed,
desk and dresser.
Last semester, another RF victim returned to her room on the
third floor to find her mattress
gone. A note advised her to "look
in the laundry room on the first
floor" if she wanted her mattress
back. Upon arriving there, she
found another note stating that
she should look in the second floor
baggage room. The wed ran frantically for an hour from place to
place, trackin; down the notes
until the final message advised
her to look in the bathroom
which was Immediately across the
hall from her own room, Her mattress was there. Her sleeping roommate (who had pulled the RF)

Puri-day. April 4 liztrf

SPARTAN SAIL?

SpaghettiSpice of Life

The Way to a Man’s Heart...
or Mexican style tomato sauce, a
can of water, ground round, parOr garlic,
Marriage is a time tor much sley, one or two clmeg
sauce,
adjustment - - two people with a dash of Worcestershire
small chopped onion
different living habits compromis- salt, pepper, a
oregano powder.
ing on the best way to do things. and a dash of
The longer and slower you cook
One big adjustment for both is the
the sauce, the better it will taste.
wife’s learning how to cook.
down for
Here are a few tips for brides Ideally, it should simmer
meat added
who have never cooked, which three hours, with the
before.
should convince husbands they at least an hour
But prepared mixes taste fine
must be naturals. We will concentrate on the art of cooking spa- when cooked for only an hour or
a half-hour. For the best impresghetti.
any
First of all, when mixing a pre- sion, immediately throw away
Spapared spaghetti sauce, never be envelope saying "Prepared
afraid to add Ogees. Unless you ghetti Sauce,"
Before adding hamburger, brown
really go overboard, they will only
add to the flavor and your hus- It in a skillet with oil. The more
band will be quite impressed to see hamburger you use, the more subyou confidently adding a dash of stantial the meal will be, especially
if you are not having meatballs,
this and a pinch of that.
Here is a good recipe for meatIf you wish to start from
scratch, use three cans of plain balls:
In a bowl, mix two -third, la mild
tomato sauce, one can or Spanish
By DOLORES CIARDELLI
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Photo

by Mary Adorns

TO SLEEP or not to sleep in the shower room? Sally Hickman, a resident of Hoover Hall and an RF victim, found that
her bed wasn’t where it usually was,
received a vase of water in the
face in return for the prank.
Another "hide and go seek"
game involves taking all the
clothes out of a resident’s closet
and distributing them to other
members of the wing to hide’ in
their rooms. ’Phi. coed must then
go from door to door pleading for
the return of her wardrobe.
A coed plagued by a
roommate, who constantly
her clothes on the floor,
retaliates by obtaining a
and taping all the garments
top of the ceiling.

messy
hangs
often
ladder
to the

I

Even though RFs cause inconventence and sometimes animosity,
most agree that dorm life would
be stale without them. As one
coed said, "Sometimes I do get,
annoyed at the RFs played on me
but that just encourages me to
plan a bigger, better and niore
clever RF for revenge."

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
The Internal Revenue Service

hamburger ;put other third In
saucei, one-half cup bread crumbs,
parsley i flakes or fresh), oregano,
salt, pepper, one egg beaten until
frothy, one-fourth cup milk, cream
or half and half, and a dash of
grated cheese. Mix all of this well,
and then form into balls, a little
smaller than a golf ball. Brown
well on all sides in a skillet with
oil and then add to the sauce.

FOLK & BLUES WORKSHOP
at the
MANHATTAN PLAYHOUSE
: i.C.Inwitt,In Palo Alto
Wednesdays 0-11:30 p.m.
3454104
01 admission

-17171:11111111.\.’
HER WITH A

0

ALARMING ALARMS
Another form of retaliation is
taken when two women have been
extra loud during quiet hours.
Their irritated neighbors hide several alarm clocks in their rooms
while the noisy offenders are out.
The alarms are set to go off at
2, 3, 4 and 5 a.m. Just as the
victims are falling asleep after
searching for one of the alarms
and shutting it off, they are jolted
awake by another clock sounding
off.

COMI TO PROCTOR’S /OR Tel HST VALUER...

HINT FOR A DIAMOND FROM PROCTOR’S
We have been providing engagement rings to
three generations of girls to the San Jose area.

Prices from $100.00.

TERMS

Pitcfre,
Service

with

Integrity

TO SUIT YOU

4,9e

91 SOUTH FIRST STREET, Downtown SAN JOSE
Open Monday, Thurs. & Fri. until 9 p.m. Parking Tickets Validated
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE
Open Mon., Than. & Fri. until 9.30 p.m.Freis Parking in Front of Store

Another wing-to-wing RF involves putting "instant breakfast,"
coffee or chocolate milk powder
into the showerheads. Coeds then
receive a colorful, tasty blast in the
face for their morning showers.
Eighteen pieces of rope can cause
an enormous amount of frustration for 36 coeds. A group from
one wing Invades another part of
the dorm during the night and
tightly ties the doorknob of each
door to the doorknob of the room
directly across the hall with rope.
Neither door can be open until
calls for help have brought outside
assistance to untie the knots.

California’s Oldest Shoe Concern

Join the

The House of frnusual Sizes
nil the usual sizes, too

"action"crowd with

cover girl

Flats

Cover Girls are real
"going" shoes in all styles
and types. Terrific for
on campus ... off cam.
lois. See the selection at
Ilerolds.

Natural Saddle,
White or Black
Leather
$10

All of this
and corn fort
too!

Merit Advancement

Extensive Training Program
Starting Salaries (depending on education
and/or experience: $6,211, $7,090, $7,957
INTERVIEW DATE: APRIL 7, 1967
See Your Placement Office now to arrange
for an on-campus interview

If you are not able to appear for an interview
on the above date please contact
Internal Revenue Service
Personnel Branch
450 Golden Gate Avenue
Box 36020
San Francisco, California 94102
Phone (415) 556-4432
IRS is an

Equal Opportunity Employer

Rest-Dressed’
Sue Woolley
in the
’Whimsical
Shift’
from Macy’s
State nursery school. Her 100% orlon’
acrylic knit shift by Alberor is a comfortable choice for casual school wear, yet
would be just as smart at
the head of a classroom
Choose the lime green shift with navy
accent that Sue models, or mustard with
lavender. Small, medium, and large. $16.98
Junior Sportswear, street floor,
Macy’s 1 alley Fair

Macs,. -s
Kelp Brown
Leather $10

FIEROLDS DOWNTOWN
74 SOUTH FIRST ST.

(Career Federal Service)

In preparation for her career in elementary
school teaching, our best-dressed girl on
campus, Sue Woolley, enters San Jose

Casual Sandals
Square Toe

INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT

COLORFUL SHOWER

You can buy with assurance of quality and
value when you select a ring from PROCTOR’S.
Corns in and see our wonderful selection.

NO MONEY DOWN

Wings often RF each other if
there is animosity between sections of the dorm.
One famous RF took place two
years ago after one wing of a
resident hall diligently saved walnut shells. The RFers sneaked
into the "chosen wing" during the
night and quietly tied several tin
cans to each doorknob. Then they
spread a thick layer of walnut
shells over the entire hallway. The
first resident out of her mom after
the RF had been set up clanged
the cans on her door which aroused
others. They came charging out
of their rooms to investigate the
noise and trounced onto the shells.
Most of the women were barefooted since they had just gotten
out of bed. Their screams and
clanging brought others out until
the hallway was filled with banging, clanging, screams and coeds
hopping up and down as their
feet were jabbed by the shells.

Will Be Interviewing Candidates For
The Professional Position Of

HEROLDS TOWN & COUNTRY, INC
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE

\

Plighting your troth?
You’ll want diamonds,
of course, to symbolize
the love you both feel.
Our engagement diamonds in a wide variety of weights and
styles merit your attention first. Let our
gemologically trained
expert jeweler explain
the line points of diamond quality to you
both. Then, choose the
one ring that best expresses her personality
and your good taste.
MORTOY4e/e,614_
GEIffOLOGLSTS
625 Town &
Country Village
San Jose
241-1753

-*\amminammon7
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Revolution Shapes Woman’s Search for Self
By SFR ilARRIGER
Spartan Daily Investigative Writer
"It has barely begun -the search
of women for themselves."
Lost in a man’s world, the modern woman faces a tremendous
crisis. Betty Friedan, author of the
best seller "The Feminine Mystique," calls it the "missing link"
that dreadful feeling of ennui and
emptiness in life.
More upsetting to the world of
intii than Queen Elizabeth or the
Amendment, a new female

revolution is taking place. It is a
sweeping change--women are demanding the right of equality in
job opportunities which have been
traditionally sacred to men. Women today are finding out, as Mrs.
Friedan believes, "that there is
more to life than having babies."
Women are ready to prove that
they are capable of performing skillfully in any joband that they
are tired of the frustrations of
non-fulfillment of important ambitions in their lives.

Discrimination of men against
women is nothing new. Women
have lived with it ever since the
world began and will continue to
do so. But with the advancements
in education, many women may
establish some equal basis in jobs
with men.
Attempting to gain their identity, not merely as mothers or
women, but as human beings, the
woman has had talent stifled by
"the problem that has no name."
The late H. L. Meneken, famous

cynic and "male authority" on
women, love and marriage, once
said:
"The female moron, in her capacity as parasites, is frequently
able to conceal her low intelligence, for the world is very apt to
judge women by their clothes. The
female moron . . . employs every
device that is calculated to arrest
the attention of unobservant men,
and in consequence she often marries well.
"Not uncommonly her imbecility

Is revealed dramatically when her
first husband dies, for with money
in her purse she usually tracks
down a second who would disgrace
a 10-cent-store girl. Many such
well-heeled but hollow-headed widows marry movie actors."
Some say that education and
competition of women with men
has made w omen "masculine"
which has hindered sexual fulfillment, rearing of children, and
caused breaking-up of families.
Claiming critics to be only "half-

Fly Home for $11.43 tux1

Dir

(If home is Los Angeles, Inglewood,
Hollywood, Lennox, Hawthorne, Bel*
Air, Culver City, Santa Monica*,
Gardena*, Ocean Park, Playa del
Rey, El Segundo, Westchester, Pacific
Palisades, Venice, West Los Angeles,
Manhattan Beach, etc.)

In the heart
of
Downtown
San Jose

PR
TECHNICOLOR’
ISLAND/
OF

right" about educating women.
Mrs. Friedan said, "Education is
dangerous and frustrating only
for women who have it but don’t
use it." She believes that since
women have been kept from growing to their full and human capacities, there has been a greater toll
on physical and mental health in
America than ever before.
"It’s up to the girl to decide
what she wants to do. She ought
to experience a career so she can
always go back to work if she

TOGETHER
...THE
HORRIFYING
TERROR
TWINS

Allsitscia!

vt

We Have: Roses And
Carnations And
Daffodils And
Bouquets And
Corsages ...
And a lot of flower
in and please her

Come

cpaPtan 800k4telie

Namliti

"right on campus"
Tuesday and Thursday evening
after 5 p.m. until end of semester

Every

Explore Its Mystery With Us

Henry’s Regular Hamburger 2 for 25c

daysAll inclusive (Hotels, meals.
sightseeing and transportation). Only

Since
1885

292-8311
2nd & San Fernando

EVERY MONDAY

69,
35 ,

8 inch pizzas
all varieties.

regularly 18c

SI.359 including round-trip jet fare (tax

EVERY TUESDAY

lova, pima U.S. Gov’t.-inspected!
Topped with mounds of fresh
grilled onions, and a crisp
pickle., all" on a golden bun.

Spaghetti
regular size

10th &

T-M Travel Agency

515 S. 10th At

60 No. let
293-1033

"THE MEDIUM IS
THE MESSAGE"
by Marshall Mel.uhaa

$1.45

earl,.

295-3805
WOMEN* LOVE
"FLOWERS"
You have to experience FLOWERS.
They have a new and exciting combination of jazz and rock sounds. Enjoy
FLOWERS and the other great arts
on the Entertainment Calendar in
RICARDO’, Venetian atmosphere.
MON.: Jazz Night*
WED. & SAT.: Rich & Bill
THURS. & FRI.: Flowers
SUN.: Uncle Tom’s Committee

PETE ELLIS, S.J.S. sales representative,
will give you a great deal on a new
FORD or a fine used car. You will get
top value for your old car in trade
and easy financing can be arranged.
Contact Pete today.

9opd

Now Available in Paperbaik at

california hook co., ltd.

William St.
San Jose

HURRY TO
FORD COUNTRY

Art anthology of new works by
87 American poets.

$1.25

William

Phone: 295-1510

"WHERE IS VIETNAM?"

650 El Camino Real
Sunnyvale

How to Play Think-Links
I. Write the asterisk -marked word or words from each advertisement
next to the advertiser’s name in the entry blank.
2. Select words front the "asterisk words" list to fill in the word links.
Start with the word which has one letter given. Only one word fits
in this space. All the words in the "asterisk words" list are not used.
:I, Answer the tie-breaker question.
Fill out the requested information, clip the entry blank and bring it
to the Spartan Daily Classified Office (The office is closed between
12:30 and 1:15 p.m. each day) before 3 p.m. Wednesday of this
week.

Contest Rules

I. Only currently-enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
2. Students are limited to one entry per person. Spartan Daily staff members

may not enter the contest.
All entries become the property

ideas to please her.
with* flowers* from .

SPECIAL

Special offer:

28

134 e. san Fernando aml 137 r

Doors open
12:15 pan.

$1.98-2.98
Rock* and Roll
Rhythm and Blues
Classical

Tokyo
Nayoya
Kyoto*
Osaka
Kagoshima
Okinawa
Taipei
Bangkok
Singapore
Hong Kong *Honolulu

Tomorrow
April 5

..COLOR

293-1953

is going on right now
through Friday, April 7th.

The Mysterious Orient:

Starts*

For information call:

Record Sale
featuring:
Popular
Folk*
Jazz

wants to. It’s nice to be a housewife, but it’s important to get an
education and a job, too," said
Junior French major Kathy Pann.
Loretta Kent, freshman home
economics major says, "Education
is beneficial to a woman because
It helps her to rear her children
with more skill. But it is important when a woman gets an
education for her to apply it. I
think education is necessary for a
%oman to ease communication
gaps with men."

3.
of Spartan Daily.
1. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any
entries that are lost or stolen.
5. Every entry must be filled out completely without any erasures to be considered by the judges.
6. In event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant
who comes closest to the correct answer of the tie -breaker question will be
the winner. In case of a tie on the special question, an additional tie-breaker
question will be given the remaining contestants to determine the winner of
the PSA flight
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines exeIre qn days after the ticket is issued.
8. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines
and to make, any necessary additions or corrections of the rules.
9. l’ccsons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judge.
flteir decisions shall be final regarding both the determination of prize
winners or deciding on disqualification of entrants for any reisOn.
10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and as.(*.planer of judge’s decision.

Opea doily at 4 p.m.
Ratertaiamaat starts at 9 pa.
218 Willow St.
$1 minimumWad Aro Set. (under 21)

738-1800
Ask for Pete

What You Can
Win:

This in your THINK-LINKS Entry
Blank. Please do not staple, spindle or
mutilate. lust enter.

FtPRIZE:

The Dow-Jones Industrial Average may
be heard on most news broadcasts or
read in the financial section of most
newspapers.

TIE-BREAKER
Estimate %dist the OowJones Industrial Average
will he at the close of the market on Thurlday,
March 16.

Name .
Address

Round-trip
flight to
Los Angeles on

City

Phone .........
THINK -LINKS

ASH Number
1,

ADVERTISER

ASTERISK WORDS

Cal Book

PSA
RtJNNER-UP
PRIZES:
Tickets to the
United Artist
Theater.
Giro it a try!

Henry’s
Holiday Ford
Navelet’s
PSA

10,

Red Ram
Ricardo’s
Spartan Beak
T -M Travel
U A Theater

max.

II,

